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Error Bounds for Finite-Difference Approximations

for a Class of Nonlinear Parabolic Systems

By David Hoff* and Joel Smoller**

Abstract. In this paper we establish error bounds for a finite-difference approximation to

solutions of certain parabolic systems of the form o, + f(v)x = tvxx. We assume that the

Cauchy data is of class BV, and we show that the sup norm of the error is bounded by

0(A.v|ln A.v|) at positive times.

1. Introduction. In this paper we establish error bounds for a finite-difference

approximation to solutions of certain parabolic systems of the form

(1.1) v,+f(v)x = evxx,       (x,r)eRxR + ,

with initial data

(1.2) v(x,0) = v0(x),       x e R.

Here v e R", /e C2, e is a positive constant, and <;0 is a function of bounded

variation. Thus initial discontinuities are allowed, and (1.1)—(1.2) includes the

classical "shock-tube" problem.

We let xk = k Ax and r„ = n At. The approximation to v(xk, tn) is denoted by uk,

which is to be computed inductively from the finite-difference equation

,, ,i      <-<~l    u"k-+\-2u"k-x + u"k-_\   /(«;;})-/(«;:Q

(1-3)       —ST" = £-1?-2Tx-•

In [3], Nishida and Smoller showed that for the class of systems under considera-

tion here, the u"k do in fact converge to a unique, classical solution of (1.1)—(1.2). In

the present paper we establish a more precise result by obtaining the error bound

(1.4) sup\u'¿- v(xk,t„)\^ —
k l/f„

£|h° - v0(xk)\Ax + Ax|ln Ax|

for 0 < r„ < T, where C depends only on T, e, and/(Theorem 3.3 below). Actually,

our exposition is essentially self-contained; indeed, with some minor modifications

our arguments can be used to independently establish the existence and regularity

results of [3].
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36 DAVID HOFF AND JOEL SMOLLER

We also remark that computer computations performed for us by J. S. Shi indicate

that the bound (1.4) is of the correct order in Ax.

We now state our assumptions concerning the system (1.1) and the mesh parame-

ters Ax and Ar:

Assumption A. There is a convex set 5 in u-space, in which f'(v) is bounded,

which is invariant for the Lax-Friedrichs scheme

(1-5) ui = \{u"k-\ + Ki\) +1(/(«-:}) -/(«";})).

(This means that when u"kz\ and u"k~\ are in S, then so is the vector uk defined by

(1.5).)
Of course, when a = Ar/Ax, (1.5) is a finite-difference approximation for the

first-order system

(1.6) v, + f(v)x = 0

associated with (1.1). Now in all cases of interest, (1.6) will be strictly hyperbolic;

i.e.,f'(v) will have distinct, real eigenvalues Xx(v),.. .,Xn(v). Our precise assumption

then is that S is invariant for (1.5) when a satisfies the CFL condition

At      i 1%   ,   ,.\-i
( max |X*(n)|)

Ax U.iveS

Assumption B. The mesh parameters Ax and Ar satisfy

(1.7) eAr/Ax2<l/2

and

(1.8) Ax < 2e max \Xk(u)\.
k.ueS

These mesh conditions insure that S is invariant for our difference scheme (1.3).

To see this, note that if ß = At/Ax2, then (1.3) may be written in the form

(1.9) «»- (1 - 2ej8)ii"-   +2eß ^(<:! + <;i) + ̂f(/«=î)-/(^i))j
Thus if uk+\ are points of S, then so is the term in the above brackets, in view of

Assumption A and (1.8). Furthermore, since 1 — 2eß > 0 by (1.7), (1.9) shows that

u"k is a convex combination of points in the convex set S.

Examples of hyperbolic systems (1.6) which satisfy Assumption A are scalar

equations, the "p-system"

u, + p(v)x = 0,    v,-ux = 0       (p'(v)<0<p"(v))

(see Hoff [1] for details concerning the invariant regions for (1.5) for this example),

and those 2x2 systems whose shock and rarefaction curves coincide (see Temple

[5]). A complete discussion of invariant regions for weak solutions of (1.6) is given in

Hoff [2]. When (1.6) is genuinely nonlinear, such invariant regions are necessarily

convex (but not otherwise), and in this case they are always invariant for the

Lax-Friedrichs scheme (1.5), at least when u'kz\ and u"k~\ are sufficiently close.

We remark that, although different error bounds could be anticipated for smoother

initial data, we have decided to focus attention on initial data of bounded variation

because the system (1.1) is of interest primarily as a perturbation of the correspond-

ing system of conservation laws (Eq. (1.1) with e = 0), and the class BY is the
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natural space for data and solutions of these conservation laws; see Glimm [6].

Moreover, there is now renewed interest (DiPerna [7]) in the problem of comparing

solutions of the viscous equation (1.1) with the solution of the corresponding system

of conservation laws. This question presupposes of course, that one can actually

solve the system (1.1) globally for initial data in BV. The existence portion of our

results gives an affirmative answer for a large class of systems (1.1) of interest.

Because our goal is to establish an error bound in sup norm, even when the initial

data (1.2) is discontinuous, we shall need to exploit the regularizing properties of a

certain discrete heat operator. Now, since this operator is orthogonally diagonaliz-

able, one could easily show that, for positive times, it maps the Sobolev spaces Hs

continuously into Hs+P for p > 0. On the other hand, the corresponding regularizing

properties on the space BV are less well-known. We therefore give a complete,

self-contained exposition of these facts in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we apply

these results to obtain the error bound (1.4) for the scheme (1.3).

We shall use the following notation conventions throughout the paper. If u =

(..., uk,...) is an infinite vector, we let

Mi = EKI a*   and   M« = supKI-
k k

Also, for functions v = v(x), \\v\\p will be the usual L^-norm, 1 < p < oo.

We let K be the usual heat kernel

(1.10) K(x, t) = (l/y/4^t)e-x'^4,!'.

The solution v(t) = v(-, t) of (1.1)—(1.2) then satisfies the standard representation

(1.11) i,(0 = K(t)*v0 - f'Kx(t - s)*f(v(s)) ds;

see [4].

2. The Discrete Heat Operator. In this section we study the standard explicit

method for the scalar heat equation

in the case that the initial data v(x, 0) has finite total variation. Thus v(xk, r„) is

approximated by uk, which is computed from the finite-difference scheme

nu <-<-'      <l\ - 2K~X + <z\(2.1) -:-= e-;-.
' Ar Ax2

Using the notations

à2"k = uk+i - 2uk + uk_l,       u" = (...,«",...),

and, as before,

ß = Ar/Ax2,

we may rewrite the scheme (2.1) in the form

(2.2) u" = (I + eßS2)u"-x.

We define below a discrete fundamental solution for (2.2); we investigate its

properties in Theorem 2.2; and in Theorem 2.3 we derive a bound for the error

supK- v(xk,tn)\.
k
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Definitions. The fundamental solution for (2.2) is the sequence a'k defined by

o     H/A*,    k = 0,
k     \0, k*0,

and

a"=(l + eßS2)"a°.

Also, given sequences wk and zk, one of which has finite support, we define the

discrete convolution by

(w*z)k = Y,Wk_jZjAx.
j

It is clear that the usual algebraic properties of convolution hold, and that if 8 + is

the forward-difference operator, 8 + wk = wk+x - wk, then

8 + (w*z) = (8 + w)*z = w*(8+z).

Finally, we have the inequalities

\w * z\x < \w\x\z\x   and   \w * z\x < \w\x\z\x.

In the following theorem we derive the discrete version of Duhamel's theorem for

the heat equation. This result will enable us later on to give a representation of the

solution of the difference equation (1.3) in terms of the fundamental solution a"k.

Theorem 2.1. The solution u"k of the nonhomogeneous difference equation

u"k-u>r    s2url    ,_,

Ar       "£   Ax2       h

is given by

n

u" = a"*u°+  J^a"-'*f'-xAt.

7-1

Proof. We have that

H-l

u" - «"-' = (a"-a"-1)*M° + a0*/"-1Ar 4-  Y. (a"-> - a"-x~J)* fJ~xAt

7=1

= e^S2a"-1*M°+/"-1Ar+  £ eß82an'Xj*fjXAt

7 = 1

= eß82\a"-x*u°+  Y ö""1^*/y"1Ar    +f"~xAt

= eß82u"'x +f"-xAt.    D

Next we collect together various facts about the fundamental solution ak which

will be required in the subsequent analysis.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that eß < 1/2. Then the sequence ak satisfies

(2.3) Ya"k = \,
k

(2.4) 0^a"k^Cx/fn,
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and

(2-5) \8p+a'l/Ax"\x < C2/tp/2.

Here Cx is a constant which depends only on e, and C2 depends on e and p.

Proof. (2.3) holds for n = 0 by construction, and the general case follows by

induction on n, since

K<-ûri) = £^Eo2«r1 = o.
k k

Similarly, the lower bound in (2.4) holds for n = 0 by construction, and the general

case follows by induction, since the difference equation (2.1) shows that ak is a

convex combination of ak~l and a"k~±\.

To prove the upper bound in (2.4) we let w"(6) be the trigonometric polynomial

w"(8) = Hayke.

k

Applying the difference equation (2.1), we find that

w"(8) = y(8)w"~x(8),

where

y(e) = 1 + 2eß(cos6 - 1).

Thus

w"(8) = y(8)"w°(8) = (l/Ax)y(8)".

Now, it is easy to see that our hypothesis on ß implies that

(2-6) lY(0)Ke-c'2

for some positive constant C when \6\ < it. Therefore,

al = ^- fe-ik6w"(0) d8 < —^ f V01"2 d8
2ir J_m 2ttAx J_„

<        l iX  -Cl'2 d  = —

^ 2irnx/2 Ax J-J    '    *     fn '

We prove (2.5) first for the case thatp = 1. Let

k

Again, using the difference equation (2.1), we find that

(2.7) z"(8) = (e-e - 1)1*2*'*' = t11!^1)^)"-

Next, define

i"{0) = Z\Ka"k\eike.

Observe that

5"('r) = E(-l)/t|S+a,"| = 0,
k
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because of the obvious symmetry a'k = a"k. Therefore,

(2.8)

E MZ
Ax

Ax = z"(0) [íer,^2M
1/2

< c\\z"\\Y2

However, (2.6) and (2.7) show that

dz"

dO

1/2

= C||zT/:"II1/2
dz"

de

1/2

so that

Similarly,

so that

\z"(8)\^(C\8\/Ax)e-c"e\

||z"||z.2< C/n3/4Ax.

dz"

d8 (6) ^-^(l + n82)ec"e2,
Ax

dz"

dd
c

Ir nx/4Ai

Substituting these estimates into (2.8), we then have

< C/«1/2Ax = C/{Tn,
MZ
Ax

as required.

For general p we let m be the greatest integer in n/p and n = m(p - 1) + q. It is

easy to see that there is an integer N = N(p) such that, when n > N(p), the integers

m and q satisfy m, q ^ n/2p. For such n, then,

8pa"

Ax"

8+a"

~A~x~

8+am \^ 8 + aq

Ax Ax

s£
8 + a'

p - 1 factors

j»-l

Ax

8 + a"

Ax

C           C        C(e, p)
<-< —-——
^  ¡(p-D/2      t\/2 "-       ^/2

And when « < N(p),

K<
Axp

<
C

Ax" " Ax'r!/2 '

so that

8p+a"

Ax"

N(p)
CAx C

i    k^N(p)àx"tY2    to<r-wty2

Cnip-W2 ^  C{ep)        ̂

tP/2 tP/2

Next we establish an L°°-error bound for the approximate solution of the discrete

heat equation in the case that the initial data v has finite total variation. This result

will be crucial for the derivation of error bounds for the approximate solutions of

the regularized conservation laws (1.1).
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In the following, K will be the usual heat kernel defined in (1.10). Thus the exact

solution of the heat equation at time / is v(t) = K(t)* v. Also, P will denote the

operator which projects functions of x onto vectors by pointwise evaluation, that is,

(Pw)k = w(xk).

For example, if u" is the solution of the finite-difference equation (2.1) with initial

data uk = v(xk), then u" = a" * Pv.

Theorem 2.3. Let v e BV, and let V = Tot.Var.(fj). Then, given T > 0, the bound

(2.9) \a" * Pv - P(K(t„)* v)\x ^ C(T)-^Ax\\n Ax\

is valid for 0 < t„ < T.

Proof. We adopt the following notations:

v" = P(K(tJ*v)    and   u" = a"*(Pv).

In addition, ifjh is the standard mollifier with support in [-h, h], then

vh=j„*v,       v"h = P(K(tn)*vh),    and    u"h = a" *(Pvh).

We then have

\a"*Pv-P(K(tn)*v)\x = \u"-v"\x

{2A0) < W" - <L + K - «¡¡I» + K - ""I.-

The proof consists of showing that when h = Ax, each of the three terms on the

right side of (2.10) is bounded by the right side of (2.9).

The third term on the right of (2.10) is bounded by

\\K(t„)*(v„ - a)II» < \\K(t„)U\vh - v\\x < -j=\\vh - v\\x.

But for smooth functions v(x),

\vh(x) - v(x)\ ^ j'jh(x - y)\v(y) - v(x)\dy

/oo    fx~¥ h fx + h
\    jh(x-y)\v'{s)\dsdy=\     W(s)\ds,

-<x Jx-h Jx-y

so that

r°°   rx + h
1        \v'(s)\dsdx

- oo    A" — h

/°°    fs + h        ,   .j       \v'(s)\dxds = 2hV.
- oc    s — h

The same result holds for v g BV by a simple approximation argument. Thus, when

h = Ax,

I»* - ""loo < (CV/fc) Ax.

The bound for the first term on the right of (2.10) is similar:

\u   — uh\<x \a" * P(v - vh)\x ^\a"UP(v - vh)\x

^ (c/f„)\P(v - Vj,)\x,
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by Theorem 2.2. And as above,

I»(*a) - vh(xk)\ < /"**     \v(xk) - v(x)\jh(xk - x) dx
■xk + h

'xk-h

Varfi;; (xk - h,xk + A)],

so that

\P(v-vh)U = L \v(xk)-vh(xk)\Ax
k

< £ Var[t;; (x* - A, x* + A)] Ax = 2FAx
k

when A = Ax. Thus

\W-ul\x^(cV/fn)Ax.

To estimate the second term on the right of (2.10) we define the vector a"~x

82v"~x
h ,    „n-l

= £-r a
A? '   Ax2

We shall show below that, when A = Ax,

[Ax-1,      n>0,

(2.11) \a"\x < Cvlr„x/1,       n>0,

[Axt:x,    n>0.

Now, by Theorem 2.1,

and, by definition,

Thus,

n-l

vnh = an*Pvh+ £ a"~j*oJ-xAt,

u"h = a"*Pvh.

vh~ uh= E a"-j*oj-xAt

7-1

o-l

= a"-1*a°Ar 4- £ a"~J * aJ~x At + a° * a"'1 At,

7 = 2

and

"-i I-/-1

lA-' + cE
^"liAr

Vrn-1 7 = 2    \A" ~ lJ

Using each of the estimates (2.11), we obtain

+ \o' A/_
Ax'

K - «Zl, < cv
1      Ai_     y.1      Ax Ar

ftl"    AX 7 = 2  Jtn-tjtj-l

Now the result (2.9) is trivial if r„ = 0( Ar), and for r„ ^ 2 Ar we have that

VfcT^fi/fc.
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Since Ar/Ax = 0(Ax), we may conclude that

(2.12) K - «ZU < cv Ax      .   "v,1         Ar
— + Ax £ -=-=--

V'n 7 = 2  V'" ~~ 0*/-!

The sum here is

n-\ At 2    /-i

7 = 2 > - 1   pn-tjtj h, f„ht h- ss    JT ht/t„ JT^

dy__

n Ja</'» v71 -yy

Now since the function yT - y + y is bounded away from 0 on [0,11 we have

that

1
< C

v71 -yy

Therefore the sum in (2.12) is bounded by

1 1- +

y     v^J

—r

and (2.12) shows that

1 1

7 +vT^y '¿W-!
<C(r)(l +|lnAx|),

K-<|<C(r)(l + l/^)KAx|lnAx|,

as required.

We still have to prove (2.11). From its definition we have that

(2.13) \a"\x <

.,«+1 ..n o,,

At
P—-(t )

9r K "'
+ E

82v"h _ pd2vh(tn)

Ax: dx'

We shall estimate only the first term here. The argument for the second term is

somewhat easier. First, note the simple fact that if w is a smooth integrable function

of x,

Y,wkAx- Iwdx < Ax /|tv'(x)| dx.

The term in question is then estimated as follows:

E
k

P*(**.*«+l) -»*(**.*»)        dvh, ,  x
S,   \Xk> ln)Ar dt

Ax

(2.14)

k ai %

d2v

dt

d2v

f(xk^)

i  r>„+±r^-*j
dt2

d2v

(xk,s)

ds

Ax

dt
(x,s) dx +

ds

Ax/
d3vk

9r2ax
(x,s) dx ds

<CAr    sup     [\\D4vh(s)\\x + Ax\\D^vh(s)
t„ < S < f„ + [

Ill'
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since vh satisfies the heat equation. But

vh(s) = K(s)*jh*v,

so that if p and q are nonnegative integers with p + q = 3,

\\D4vh(s)\\x^\\DpK(s)\\x\\Dxyh\\x\\Dxv\\x

< CVs-p/2h-q ^ CVs-p/2Ax~q

when A = Ax. Similarly,

Ax\\Dlvh(s)\\x < AxIlD/^ÍOlIrlI^rVAllill^Ui < CVs~p/2 Ax~^x\

Substituting these bounds into (2.14), we thus find that the first term on the right

of (2.13) is bounded by

CVrnp/2AtAx~q = CVrnp/1 Axp~x

for p = 0, 1, 2. The estimate for the other term in (2.13) is similar.   □

3. Proof of the Error Bound. In this section we apply the results of Section 2 to

prove the error bound (1.4) for the approximate solutions u"k of the difference

scheme (1.3). We assume throughout this section that Assumptions A and B of

Section 1 hold. Therefore, as remarked in the introduction, the convex set S is

invariant for the scheme (1.3), and the results of [3] then apply to show that we have

the bounds

K\, EK+i - <\ < C(T),       0<r„<7\
k

Moreover, the uk converge to the unique classical solution v(x, t) of (1.1)—(1.2),

which therefore satisfies v(x, t) e S and

\\v(-,t)\\x,\\vx(-,t)\\x^C(T)V,       O^t^T.

(We remind the reader that, as in Section 1, u and v are vectors in R".)

We begin by estimating the derivatives of the exact solution v(x, t).

Lemma 3.1. Given T > 0 there is a constant C depending on T, e, and f such that the

solution v(x, t) o/(l.l)-(1.2) satisfies

(3.1) HMOlloc < cv/ft

and

(3.2) \\vxx(t)\\x ̂  C(V + V2)/fl

for t < T. Here V is the total variation ofv0.

Proof. Using the bound ||A\(OHi < C/ -ft in the representation (1.11), we obtain

CV ,  ^rt\\ux(s)\
(3-3) px(t)lL<±L+cj'

, t Jn
ds.

{t h   ft - s

Now let a(t) = i/ílKÍOlloo- Multiplying (3.3) by y7, we then obtain that

(3.4) a(t) < CV + Cft i'-ßL
h Js(t

a(s) ds

l/i(r-i)
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Substituting this estimate back into the integral in (3.4), we then obtain

/,      n,     ^rf<    CVds ^r nCfs¡¿(a(r)dr)/f(s- t)
a(t) < CV + Cft / -7= + Cft / -r^=-ds

h ¡s(t - s) Jo Js(t - s)

a(j) \ ft ds
c(r)K+c(r)/'^/'-=

Jo   yV    \Jr J(t -l(t-s)(s-r)

A simple change of variables shows that the inner integral here is a constant. It

therefore follows from Gronwall's inequality that

a(t)^C(T)V,

which is (3.1).

The proof of (3.2) is similar. From the representation (1.11) we have that

vxx(t) = Kx(t - s)*v'0 -  f'Kx(t - s)*f(v(s))xxds,

so that

CV  ,  ^/•rtK-(i)||1 + ||i;x(s)|U|iJj[(s)||1
l»„(0lli < ^ + cp

Jt Jn•ft h ft - S
The second term in the integral is bounded by

V2ds

p(t - s)

by (3.1). Thus,

-ds.

cf'^^-^cv^
Jo Js(t - s)

V   ,   wr2\  ,  ^ r\\vxx(s)\\ids,,«,,„, < c(i + r) ♦ cjfiM
s

This is nearly identical in form to (3.3); and so (3.2) follows as before. The proof is

complete.

As an immediate corollary to (3.1) and (3.2) we observe that

(3.5) Wf{v(t))xx\\x,\\vt(t)\\x*iC \^jp- ).       0<r<7.

As in Section 2, P will denote the projection operator, defined for a given vector

function w of x, by

Pw= (...,w(xk),w(xk + x),...)\

and if v is the exact solution of (1.1), the vector Pv(-, r„) will be denoted by v". The

truncation error associated with v is then the vector t" defined by

(3.6) v" = a"*Pv0-   ta-'+y^Pf^t^At + r».

7=1

We then have the following bound for t".

Lemma 3.2. Given T > 0 there is a constant C, depending on T, e, and f, such that

the bound

(3.7) \r"\x<c((V+ V2)/^,)Ax\\nAx\

holds for 0 < t„ < T.
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Proof. From the representation (1.11) we have that

v" = P[K(t„)*v0] - pP[K(t„ - s)*f(v(s))x] ds.

Subtracting this from the definition of t", (3.6), we then have that

t"= {P[K(tn)*v0]-a"*Pv0}

7 = 1

+ E
(3.8)

i-l

a"-J*

2 Ax

9

pM<j-i)) - r-hf(°(*j-J)At

/'¿/(,(íy„1))-p[^(ín-í/>¿/(,(0_1))J}Aí

+ P LKit.-tj^-g-Mtj^))*
7=1

-pK(t„-s)*-^f(v(s))ds

= I + II + III 4- IV.

We shall show that each of the terms I-IV is bounded (in the | • 1^ norm) by the

right side of (3.7). The bound for I is immediate from Theorem 2.3. For term II, note

first that they = 1 and y = n summands are bounded by

ll/(»(0-i))Hoo(A'/Ax).

Now Ar/Ax = O(Ax), and it is easy to see that

(3.9) ll/(«KO)ll« < CT.V.(v(t)) < C(T)V.

(This requires the normalization f(v0(-co)) = 0, which entails no loss of generality.)

Thus the j = \ and j — n terms in II are bounded by CVAx as required. Next

observe that

f(v(xk + x,t))-f(v(xk_x,t))        9

2 Ax 9x /(•>(**>')) f OX

dx,

so that

pIm^))-^pM'^))

< 2 Ax

2 Ax

i!
9x:

M'j-i)) Jv+v2\k
< C\ —, Ax

fiJ^
by Lemma 3.1. Thus the sup-norm of the remaining terms in II is bounded by

n-l C      I V+ V2

7 = 2  )jt„ - tj   \    fPl
Ax At < C(V2 + V) Ax,

as required.
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In term III they = n term is 0 and they = 1 term may be discarded as before.

Applying Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1, we find that the remaining terms are

bounded by

H-l

cE i

7-2  y/'" ~ 'j 1

ii-l

£/(.<.,.» Ax|ln Ax| Ar

cL i V+ V2
Ax|ln Ax| Ar

7 = 2  l/'n * tj-1    \     V'7-1

< C(V2 + K)Ax|lnAx|.

Finally, we bound term IV in (3.8). First observe that

ñ  K{tn _ S)*lf(v(s)) ds        <    (''    Cll/W)lloo^ < CV]fc  =  CVAx
J'j-i dx oo      V.      /r„-i

by (3.9). We may therefore integrate from fj to f„_j in the integral in IV. Similarly,

they = 1 term in the sum of IV is bounded by

WKÁt^UfMlUAt ^ CVAt/fn,

and they = n term is bounded by

9x /(■(»-I» At^CVAt/{T„.

These terms may therefore be discarded. Thus, except for these modifications, the

sup-norm of the brackets in IV is bounded by

(3.10)

I K(t„ - tj^^Mtj-r)) At - fpxK(t„ - s)* ±f(v(s - At)) ds

p-lKx(t„-s)*[f(v(s))-f(v(s-At))},

The second term in (3.10) is bounded by

cp' f    ii*x(r„-OluM*)lli*
Jt¡        Js-At

<C(K+K>)/*-—L-^/    £Jh        (t„-s) V 1Js~Mfo

ds

ds

< C(V+ V2)Atp
(t„-sf\s-Atr2

^ C(V+ V2)At1/2 = C(V+ V2)Ax.

Now for the first term in (3.10), we use the fact that, for regular functions w(t),

«-i

£w(r.)Ar-  p'w(t)dt  *zAtp)w,(t)\dt.
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Therefore the first term in (3.10) is bounded by

9
dsAtp-i±Kx(tn-s)*f(v(s-At))

'i     "

^ L\tp-\\\Kxt(t„ - s)Uf(v(s - At))

+ \\Kx(tn-s)\\J\f(v(s-At)),\\x)ds

+
V + V2

ds
(tn-sf/2       (tn-sf/2(s-At)1/2

< C(V+ V2)Atx/2 = C(V+ V2)Ax.

The proof is complete.

We are now prepared to derive the final error bound for the approximate solution

u" computed from (1.3). We continue to let v(x, t) be the exact solution of

(l.l)-(\.2) and v" = Pv(-, t„).

Theorem 3.3. Assume that v0 is of class BV w/rA total variation V and that

Assumptions A and B of Section 1 are in force. Then given T > 0 there is a constant C

depending only on e, T, and f such that the bound

(3.11) \v" - u"\x < — [\v° - u\ +(V+ K2)Ax|lnAx|]

holds for 0 < t„ < T.

Proof. From the representation theorem, Theorem 2.1, applied to the difference

equation (1.3), we have that

" 8
u" = a"*u°-   Ya"-J*ir-^f(uJ-x)At.

, 2 Ax
7=1

Subtracting this from the definition of t", (3.6), we therefore obtain that

v" - u" = a"*(v° - w°)

(3.12)

where by Lemma 3.2,

(3.13)

-ÍY^*[pM<,-i))-f(»J-l)}^ + Tn>
7=1

V + V2 F
\r"\x^C—^Ax|lnAx|= —

Now they = 1 term in (3.12) is bounded (in the sup-norm) by

8a n-l

2 Ax

by Theorem 2.3, and they = n term is bounded by

\f(u"-l)\

&(°('j-i)) Ax
At <
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by Lemma 3.1. We therefore have from (3.12) that

|«7° — «°|.       V.1 C\vJ-x - ii>-1l    A        2E
(3.14) \v" - «"loo < C^^^ +   E ,-    °°Af 4- —.

Multiplying by pn and letting E„ = /rj^" - ""I«,, we then obtain

(3.15) £„ < C(|d° - «1% + E) + CfJz~r==-
7 = 2  fJ_x(t„ - tj)

This is nearly identical in form to (3.4). A discrete version of the proof of (3.1) from

(3.4), applied to (3.15), then shows that

E„^C(T)(\v°-u\ + E),

which is (3.11).    D
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